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Thz, ,.arq

Jeanne (hall
With 3 noot,t Yr 5t",.,

This paper has a d ;a1 In the !:!r,t 7arr. ---111 present

some of my thoulhts on the effects cn re..2 .g tLeoty and piaLtIct. cf

Learning to :lead; Inc rid' ate, the Carneoe CorTcrativa 3i:1:Tort:es:

study pC-_,Iishe;; nciriy 13 years ago. is the second part, I will preseat

my preliminary thou is on a theory of reaoing stages--a developmental

se!eme that I have beta working on over tl-e past several years. aopefully,

it mai prove useful ia understanding the readinZ process, how it dcvelc,,s,

and how it is affected by envirpr.mental tactors. It may also help explain

the periodic controversies we seer suoject to, i.-articularly with regard

to early reading.

In a real sense bath parts are related, since r',e beginnings of the

reading stages were already presented in The Great Decate Inneed, as

stated then, I could make no sense out of the conflicting experimental :e-

xults from comparisans of different beginning reading methods without

hypothesizing developmental changes in reading. by age and grade of pupils

for the different components of reading-- within the different methods- -

oral reading, silent reading comprehension, word meaning, etc. Thus,

while some methods seemed to produce an immediate, early advantage on

some components of reading, other methods seamed to be more effective

ohm comparisons ,:ere made at a later date.

Our explanation for this was that essentially the facts of seginning

reading fitted better a developmental rather than a single-process theory.

That is, the results of the school and laboratory experiments we analyzed

as w.111 as the clinical findings s-emec to ir.;:icace that the first tasK

in learning to read was learniag the relation between sounas ana letters--

0
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decoding. The s.,cond task was reacIng :'r consent and weaning. The

sii.sle-process tlieory, the more promiaent daring the early 1960's, viewed

beginning and more mature rc:IJing as essentially the same. Thus, meaning-

ful reading :Fa:. to be e-.-.p.c.asize.' Erna the tart.

Fart I--The Great Debate: Ten Years Later

I will Se concerned primarily 1.-..rh tha impact of our findings ano

. recommendations oc. the major issue studied--the effectiveness of a

decoding versus a meaning- emphasis for beginning rear:ing. The impact of the

other relatad issues studied (the effect of knowing the alphabet and

sounds on reading achievement, early versus later reading, content of

readers, testing of pupils, grading of materials, and research is beginning

reading) will be referred to, if at all, in passing.

Before proceeding. I should like to say that I approached this

assignment with a little less than unalloyed joy. how can one be objec-

tive about the impact of one's work? Is it possible to be objective

about the impact of a book became, according to the publishing

industry, a best seller in education in a few mouths, and the subject of

educational conferences and symposia (Versacci and"Larrick, 1963; 1;urrows,

1968)? At the same time it was reviewed with a little less than delight

by sGe recognized reading scholars, but glowin4ly oy equally reconized

scholars somewhat outside the field. Tne cootruversy has now died down,

and it has benome one of the-required readings for graduate students In

reauing and language arts, for unaergracuates prdparioi; to be teachers,

4
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and is included in the professional book collections of most elemeatary

schools.

I hope you will not juoge these remarks as signs of daring im-

modesty. Yet it does seen important to mention that in the nearly ten

years since publication, the hasie reco-nnendations, even tau terminology,

have become part of uhe tneory and practice of beginning reading to such

an extent that the attributions are now omitted in most journal articles.

The issue itself has become so much a part of the scene, that it is

not uncommon to find an article in recent issues of The Readinq Teacher

proclaiming that there is torn to reading than decoding ana meaning.

Also, that there is more to a reading program than whether it has a code-

emphasis or a meaning-emphasis. I do not, of course, imply a cause and

effect relationship. The Great Debate was part of a trend--in research,

in curriculum development, in classrpom practice.

The impact of the book seemed to be first among users of research

knowledge--authors ana publishers of basal reading programs, producers of

softwear for programmed instruction and for multi-media programs, and

authors and publishers of reading tests.

Another group that gave it early attention was, I thikk, the researchers.

During the late sixties and early seventies, there-were probably few grant

proposals for research in reading that did not cite it. It was often used

as a backup to the statement that the research in reading was less than

satisfying, but could be improved with the funding of the project caner

consideration. It played a more active role in the rationale and, I believe;

also the pl.laning of USOE's Targeted Research Studies in Reading (Davis et a'.,
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1971, Corder, 1971). Although some of the widely used R I) reading

projects were started earlier, or about tne same time, 1 believe that it

had an impact on 4e more recent ones. Altogether, as were *_Le ones

developed in the 10bO's, the later ones focused un a code emphasis for

beginning reading.'

Its impact oaf teacher education came later. Ant is cane. One of the

effects was more 4ctensive sections an decoding in new texttooks on tne

teaching of resdils and in revisions of older, standard textbocks. Another

effect was the indlusion of descript4ons of different methods and approaches

to beginning rea*g in methods textbooks and in separate books. Generally.

the strong conseneus for a single-prdcess, meaning-emphasis approach was

broken.

Where are we now pin issues studied IA The Great Debate?

Our finding on the ismse of cod emphasis versus meaning-emphasis

was that in spite Of the shortcomings

if one examined them developmentally,

and on different components of readin

of the individual research studies,

i.e., by succeselive school grades

, the code- emphasis programs pro-

ducad the better recults, at least though Grade 3. With many qualifica-

tions and reservations, we recommende# a change from a meaning to a code-

emphasis for beginning reading progrmis. Most of the then wisely usea

beginning reading programs had a mean

It would seem that ten years lat

programs are the predominant ones amo

ng emphasis.

r, code-emphasis beginning reaming

g commercially published reading
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diced uy the ma:or R Centyrs.0

Helen Popp' l1_- 4r..11/:.1., of pdillsneu

since 1967 finds, in general, .. stronger uecodin:, ez.;.!-As15. TA.us, while

we found in our an.l1y4is trat tne first 4rade o.stl rcAding series puo-

lished in the late 19WN an.1 e-Arly 1`P,(;'% taug.i conso.?ant sounds and

blends, and pA.rt.Apl consouant digrapNs, fauna Chat fkrst-,,raise

reading programs publisned in t:Ie late and early 1970's tauwit

all of these, and in addition, vowel, vswel dip'Ationgs, vu iels

controlled by r, 1 and w, and simple cos-:)ounds.

This does nut, of course, mean that tne mesning-vmphasts pro4rams

have disappeared. There are still strong proponents of meaning-cmphas14

beginning reading programs. One of these proponents, 4enneth Coo;4an

(1969), who also serves as one of several authors of tie cost popular

meaning-emphasis reading program, the Scat-Fores:tan 'leading Unlimited,

emphasizes the meaning aspect of beginning reading:

Instead of word attack skills, sight vocabularies, and
word perception, the program oust be designed to build compre-
hension strategies . . . Children learning to read snould
see words always as units of larger, meaningful units. In
that way they can use tnt correspoiiences between oral and
written English within the semantic and syntactic contexts
p. 32

Although the Scott-Foresmsn program ma), still be cla3sified as naving

a strong meaning-emphasis beginning, it is inpurtant to note Popp's observa-

*Although some of these R 6 U reading programs predated the Cveat Debate,
it is of interest to note now many depend on heavy decoding in tneir
initial instruction--- Wisconsin Design. Vinesky Pre-Kauding, PittAlurzh
Individually Prescribed, SVKi... Communication Skills Progrym (C.ian .-Nuf Ca.).
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lo strategies."

The almost universal acce:Aance of decoding as a r_taior objective

for the primary grades is seen as well in recently revised standardip4

reading achievement tests. The 1971 revisions of t.it :-.etropolitari Acnieve-

11140t, Primary I and II, each have a suatest caller wort Analysis added to

the traditional subtests of Word %gazing mod Paragraph Reading of earlier

editions.

Perhaps tb, greatest impact of the Great betste was on Seiame Street

and The Electric Company. Broth of these shows produced by Clkildren's

talwrision Workshop accepted, after such discussion add deliberation by

advisory committees*, decoding as a major focus for teaching beginning

reseing. Winona of preschoolers and childrea in the primary grades have

learned the names of the letters, the relation of letters to sounds, and

how they are co*bined to form words. The popularity of these shows (about

7 nilliaa watch Sesame Street and about 5 million The Electric Company)

and their wide use in schools, particularly The Electric Company, helped,

IL turn, to legitimize this practice atoag parents and teachers.

It also seams to me to be a tenable hypothesis that these snows,

particularly Sesame Street, put au end, for the tine being at least, to

another controversy current during the 1960's: whetner it is better to

give earlier or later reading instruction.' It woui..; seems that the resuits

which millions of parents saw from early reading instruction on Svsatle

wrbt present author has been on the Advisory board since 1963.
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- sesrOt,es is tt:41 t e _are

ferment eld to t:7.e att

The 27 4:GE Firz.t CrJ :erative ce.;41!,; L):1,1 an'.

1967) cOnparir.g vartLu grai ..ere

In the Secr;f1G grle ; in C.:e

IMO, general Qtrec:I.;.), waq

this (Stauf:Ter, n4=; 0;irt of the finin,ls of

e-

t

(6on4 anU G-!.stra,

separate pi%onict. proArar..-.

r,iinAtin& Center

;'!-:;;;r.11

crcd,:ced oetter In rea...ine, a:

end of Grad* I. There was some loss in the advantage at the end of Grade 2

and the fe., studies that continued till the frad of Glade. 3 se to find

few if any differences at that point. However, Dykstra (i969) one of rte

project coordinators, 'Jed after a reanaly3is of the data, an advantage

for the code-emphasig methods through Grade 2. In a later report, he

eluded even more strongly for the efficacy of code - as co pared t© a

eaning-emphasts Ln beginning reading. (Dykstra, 1974)

Would my conclusioa re;:a iag the benefits

same today- after !Tore ye -11'5 of reaear.:J1" tc.3,-; to --,ay

since I do not sec any v: -1e data t: disc,:firz it. I a... ,:are

review by Comer (191), Ole of tr.Ct Target,A Pcwar0'

Reading. The review included Tethais' r.o-pariso.

*Soma interpreter focused oil the large ,..ifFe:40.1ce, w;C1:-) m,trt win

eluding that the teacher *las the note essentia; factor. TLks observat:, n
yea inteceetkos etnce only eon of the 2; studies ,,Chal end teitiftenn, POO,
si04164 ate direct effect of the teacher.



39 Well AS t.,,,-;e ..c./erc x to ..ierc
r.5. i _,.rat.;,er to 1.-.elf

criteria for 1-:Au, :; d It ' tne ;,F,- :art 13 70'1. :re overall

conclusion as thc:re co;.. coatcn. 1c 1., clear t..at

present Ct-,!...1y of ,,Itrat..r,f tug -_::to., and to

often conducted ar re;':.-rte' ca ter.'. ;e'eral a to s4 very useful."

(Corder, 1971, p. 137)

Admittedly, ot;r criteria f incldIng a:11 excl'Ain; research was

not as strict as Corder's. We were perhaps more motivated by a desire

to make rational the basis for practical decisions in beginning reading

instrur.tion than for evaluaticg the nature of the research design. If

one's task is to help those who 4st make the practical decisions, then

one hesitates to conclude that we wait ano0.er generation cr t' for better

research. Indeed, one does the best with what one has.

With regard to the possibility that an initial gain "washes out,"

the following hypotheses raised by us in The Creat Debate in 1967 seem

appropriate also for today.

Whether an initial code emphasis keeps its acuaptaze
in the middle and upper e1ementar grades, and later,
depends on hov reading is caught th these grades: now
much the reading program stresses la:'g.Jage and voca,)41ari
growth and provides sufficiently citaliengind reading
materials. If the reading programs are nut challe:-.0.r..;

enough in toese respects, tne early adv4ntages will
probably be dissipated.

Chen (1%..77) p. 13d

Part II--A ' ent

With the issue of ti,e :,asntn.!,

3Ea-es

ear. cc-.e to

the second part of tr parer - -a 5r1Qf intro,luctlo.: to A nclte-ae on

10
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mental stages for readin.

My current tainkins an. work for tne past several yeart, has been

concerned with tnis scnene which to a certain extent, picks up wnere I

left off in Tne Great Dena: e and in a later paper (1969).

Essentially, as I found then mat I could understate, the conflicting

results from earlier studies only by hypotnesizing a developmental model

of reading, so noa I f teat c7.e scheme can help answer some adoicional

crucial questions. The first is tne almost persistent
finning chat early

advantages in reading scores, because of improvements in ecnod or other

changes, do not seem to hold up (3oao and Dykstra, 1967; Corder, 1971).

With a greater understanding of now reading caan;es vita chronological age

and maturity of skill, and the kind of practice that would be needed with

these changes, it may be possible to find viable explanations for not

maintaining the initial advaatages.

The second body of data that 1..hope it will be axle to explain is

the strong association of reading test scores with.family background

factors. The knowledge about this association hastixisted for hundreds

of years but took on a new imperative with
the publication of the Coleman

Report (1966) and the more recent IEA Study of Reading Comprehension in

15 countries (Thoradike, 1973). This relation is so strong that once it

is put into & matrix, it is difficult to find a significant relatioaship

for any other factors, pa,7ticularly school factors. The potency of

general background factors appears even stronger in the lEA reading study,

where it was found that children in developing countries achieved only

about a half of the reading maturity of children is developed countries

at the isms ago and years of schooling, A developmental model of reading

1'
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might tie.p explain, at various ruints in the cnild's life and in toe

development of his reading skill, the influence of acn-scaooi as 6oll as

school factors.

The following pages present a brief introduction to reading stages,

s brief delineation of the Reading Stages, and suggestions regarding

the values of the stages for research, for instruction, for evaluation,

and for understanding the reading process and how reading develops.

Introduction to reading_ states

Although I tend not to refer to the reading stages as a theory, I

do hope it will lead to questions that can be etcher confirmed or dis-

confirmed. I an hopeful, too, that it can help predict and ,control. I

feel more comfortable about calling it a model, aad eves better, a

scheme--a scheme for arranging facts from existing basic and applied re-

search, from the wisdom of experience in the ciassroom and clinic, and

for planning new research.

The fOctis of the scheme is on what goes on in the iadiviaual and

in the environment to bring the reader through the various readies stages

to maturity. My major concern is with how reading develops, now it

evolves from its primitive beginnings to its most mature forms. how,

in essence, does '.he reader change as he proceeds from the Cat in the hat

to the futancial page of the New York Times?

Tba scheme is frankly macroscopic-, but hopefully will permit a tie-

is with microscopic data ant: viers. It does not hope to explain what

happens to reading in a second or in a minute. Such a conceptualization

of reading fs similar, I think, to els-3Jc germ theory is biology aid

medicine. This scheme is, I think, closer to a public health model.
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While many diSeases do come from germs and viruses, the latter model

assumes that much of it can be prevented and alleviated by providing

nealthful, benevolent environments.

I will not dwell on '-..thether the "germ" or "public health" model

will prove more useful for the theory and practice of reading. I

wish only to say that environmental factors are only recently ij

attention in studies of the effects on acnievement of teacher-pupil inter-

action (Chall and Feldmann, 1966) and different classroom organizations

(White, 1973; Stallings, 1976; Bloom, 1976).

The presentation to follow is only a brief introduction. Because

of space limitations we cannot present findings on relevant research on

reading stages. We are still at work on the relati,hship of the stages

to follow with those from Piaget and other developmental schemes such

as those of Kohlberg; Erikson, and navighurst. We have already made

considerable analyses of the reading development models of Gray, Gates,

Russell, and others. These will be presented at a later crate.

Instead. I present now, those aspects of the scheme that will convey

the idea of our present quest.

Background of the Scheme

As will become clearer later, I owe much to the work of Piaget--

for his theory of stages as well as for nis stages of cognitive develop-

ment. I owe also a debt to Peter '.4olff's monograph (19o0) comparing

Piaget's developmental theories to !:.ose of Fre-Jd and psycnoanaiyzis.

Also influencing my thinking were Kohlberg's stages of moral Celelopment
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and Erikson's of social development.

ItittLregard to the advanced read.l.ng stages, the greatest influence

came from William G. Perry, Jr.'s (1970) study of the advanced intellect

tual and ethical development in the college years.

While all of the above were influential, my major focus from the

beginning was on reading development. fly own earlier work on readability

(Chall, 1958) was a strong influence, as was my more than twenty-five

years of experience as a clinician dia6nosing and teaching children and

young piople with severe reading disability. The unsolved problems I

found while researching for Learning to Read: The Great Debate became

the most recent impetus.

Generally, although the present scheme was "pushed off" by the Piagetian

stages and by Wolff'? analysis, my objective has not been to confirm or

disconfirm Piaget's general cognitive theories for reading,. Instead, I

have sought in his work and in the work of other "developmeatalists,"

ideas and methods for developing a scheme that would be of value for

understanding reading. Following are some of the hypotheses we have been

generating:
4,

1. There are stages in reading, similar to Piaget's stages of

cognitive development, that have a definite structure, that differ from

each other in Ilualitative, characteristic ways, and that generally follow

a hierarchic progression.

2. Reading is, at all stages, a form of problem solving where the

reader adapts to his /iier environment (as per Piaget) through the procosses

of assimilation and actommodation,

14
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In assimilation, he reacts by absorbing new situations to his

existing cognitive structures. In accommodation, he cnanges in reac-

tion-to a series of challenges in his environment.

3. The individual progresses through the stages by interacting with

his environment--the home, the school, the larger community and culture.

4. Measures of having reached a given reading stage will add a

further, useful dimension to standardized, norm referenced as well as

criterion referenced testing. Such measures will add Co a theoretical

understanding of how reading develops, and to the technology for effecting

intensified improvement for those who need it.

5. The successive stages mean that the reader is doing essentially

"different" things in relation to printed matter, although the term

reading is used to describe each of these stages.

In line with the underlying differences in the reader's method of

problem 'solving as he/she proceeds through the stages, differences should

show up in such classic measures. as eye movement fixations and regressions,

eye -voice -span, rate of silent and oral reading, mastery of phonic elements

sad generalizations, relative efficiency of oral and silent reading compre-

hension, etc.

6. The successive stages are characterized by growth in the ability

to read language of greater complexity, rarity, technicality, and ab-

stractness, and with a change in how such materials are viewed and used.

7. The successive stages are also characterized by the extent

to which prior knowledge is needed to read and understand tne materials.

The more advanced the reading stage, the more the reader needs to know
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about the world and about the topit... on :.`rich is readit..-:.

5. At each st:zize readers show charanterlz=tics 'hat, if co,:tinued

too long, ms prevent .tie ievelopment of the next stogie. Thus, if the

accuracy and analysi.s (and ne'ded dlrihg the dee.lding stage

ere not succeeded by trading expzzi:aces that require a Caster pate s!

a greater reliance on contra: (Stagy; 2 :oniirmatiou), there may be e

boldidg on to the success of the e:rlier 5Lo?tt. SietlArly, if the child

is not challenged with the demands of accuracy in row information

as required by Stage 3,-he may persis:-. in the .ess eccurac:.. more cc.'-

textual reeding of,Stage 2.

9. Ntading ..As an affective :capoi:Ant. Tim child's artit..tdes

toward readiag ate relaciNd to those of his.family, ht culture: 461d

scbool. At certain paints in be development of reaiing, full engabe-

emat with the content and with the p.-ocessare required. Thus energy ana

daring and courage are 30014 of the aspects -+f developmental changes.

We present below, the readidg stages. The ages and gri:,!es given

for the different stages are to he considered approximations, hypncheses,

based on typical current educational practices and achieVemehts. Some

individuals may achieve a level of reaJing characterized hero as Stage 3 .

at age 6. Others may oat achieve .t until aze 12, or later. How oany

reach Stage 5 with current educational practises is notjknown, but that

more sensitive and systematic instruction can neap brink; it about among

V
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many more than at present seems strongly possible (Bloom, 1976).

Only a brief presentation of the ?rereading Stage will be given to

permit a fuller treatlznt 6i the reading stages-- Stages 1 to 5. In

reality, some of the more aCvanced aspects of the ?rereading Stage overlap

with early aspects of Stage 1. Gne of the characteristics of Stage 1 is

becoming conscious cf chat, was acquired incidentally during the P-ereading

Stage.

Prerft:ding stage Preschool to Kinder., rtes. Ate 0 to 6*

The Pe..zreading Stage cover perhaps a greater period cf time and

undergoes a :crea:er series of changes than any of the other stages,**

From birth on, until i:Itse grade, the child living in a literate culture

"eh an alphabetic writing ::ystem accumulates a fund of knowledge about

letters, words, and 'ooks. The coile also develops visual, visual- motor;

sad auditory perceptual swills needed tor tasks in beginning reading,

Stage I. The children grow in control over inngaage--the syntactic and

se antic, as well as mstmi.inguistic, f.e., they "kbne that spoken words

may be segmented, that the part: way be pc on deeignaten parts of other

words, that soma parts of words sound the same 011ymin6..alliteratiot04

and that word parts and sounds can be blended (syntheslzed) co form

*The orisinal paper presented at the Conference referred to the xistwce
of the Prereadinz Stage but did not elaborate. I was convinced tilAt the
additional detail presented-here was needed byllichael ?warier's discession
of this and other papers.

"I 411 indebted for this observation to Glenda BiSStX who studied the read-
ing and spelling development of her son from age 3 to S (Bissex, 1976).
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"whole" words.

Although there is some disagreement among investigators as to

whether individual characteristics or environment and experience are tne

more powerful in the development of the prereading skills and abilities,

most agree that both'are involved, and that an interactional model will

prove the most fruitful for understanding and for effectin; change

(Feldman,1976 ).

There has been considerable interest in and investigation of the

prereading stage during the past decade (Durkin, 1966; Clay, 1966 and 1975;

Sodebergh, 1971; Jansky & de Hirsch, 1972; Bissex, 1976). These investi-

gators ha "e identified the reading and writing activities engaged in by

preschoolers, their problem solving strategies, the concepts of reading

and -miting they hold during their different phases of development on the

way to beginning reading.

Thus it is widely reported that preschoolers today* can discriminate

And name most of the letters of the alphabet. They can write (print)

their names and some letters that are dictated. Some can even recognize

common signs, or braid names on packages and on TV and words is favorite

books.

Many 3 year olds can pretend they can read abook and reveal knowledge

of essential concepts of reading: holding the book right side up, referring

with a glance or finger(s) to the words on the page while "saying" the

words, and using the picturei for demonstration and elaboration, and

*This was not so 40-50 years ago. Gates (1936) in his
studies found less extensive knowledge of letters and sounds.
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turning the pages une at a time. Many children at this age have also

interiorized the universal features of writing and can, when presented

with various approximations to writing, select one that most resembles

writing (Lavine, 1972).

Extensive research on reading readiness and on early prediction and

prevention of reading failure (Gates, 1936; Durkin '1966 and 1974-5; Chall, 1967;

de Hirsch et al.,1966; Jansky and de Hirsch, 1972) has demonstrated that

the various abilities, knowledge, and skills acquired during the pre-

reading stage are su'ustaatially related to success with reading at Stage 1.

Stage 1. Initial reading or decoding stage--Grades 1-2, Ages 6-7

The essential aspect of this stage is the learning of the arbitrary

set of letters and associating these with the corresponding parts of spo-

ken words. The qualitative change that occurs at the end of this stage

is the insight gained about the nature of the spelling system of the

particular alphabetic language used.*

While in this stage, children and adults interiorize such cognitive

knowledge about reading as what the letters are for. how they would know

that bun is not lag... how they know when they have made a mistake.

This stage has been referred to pejoratively as a "guessing and

memory game," or as "grunting and groaning," "mumbling and bumbling," or

"barking at print," depending on wh4thei the prevailing methodology' or

beginning reading is a sight or a phimic approach.

The transition from Stage 1 to Stage 2 is most vividly illustrated

*The insights might well be different for ideographic languages (Maraini, 1973)

1
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by Sartre's memory of how he "taught himself" to read. ha recalls staying

in the attic for hours, not responding to calls for play or meals, but

persisting and struggling with his favorite book. he was determined to

read it by himself. he was "barking" aad "grunting" and sounding and

struggling with the syllables for hours, till--what seemed to be a flash,

an insight--he could read! He let out a roa:, and ran down to the rest

of the household shouting, he could read.

This great discovery--usually accomplished with relief and joy--but

also with tears (Bissex, 197$), comes with more or leas drama to most of

as who become literate. It is a familiar one to teachers of the primary

trades, to remedial reading teachers, to parents. On the surface, the

child's reading does not kjem to be very different, although it may be

a little more fluent. On the usual tests of oral and silent reading, the

scores may be the same. But his/her understanding of reading has taken

on a new structure. It would seem, therefore, that new tests to capture

this change would be necessary.

In a sense it is as if the child has recapitulated historically the

early fumblings of the discovery of alphabetic writing, and to the equally,

if not greater, intellectual feat of discovering that the spoken word is

made up of a finite number of sounds. The work of Alvin Liberman and his

associates (1967) makes this feat sees even greater. dace it is diffi-

cult to hear, the same sounds when they are in different positions in a

word or in different contexts (i.e., following vowels and consonants) a

_

capacity for abstraction seems important even for Stage 1.

There are phases within Stage 1, which Biemiller's (1973) study of
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first graders' oral reading errors seems to bear out. Among first-grade

children who were taught by a sight method-emphasis, Biemiller found

changes in oral reading errors that coincided with increasing ability in

reading. Biemiller's first phase was characterized by word substitution

errors, most of which were semantically and syntactically adequate. The

second phase was characterized by an increase in no-responses, and by

more errors that han a graphic resemblance to the printed word, witn a

loss of some of the semantic acceptability. In the third phase, there

was a continued concern with graphic exactness but also a return to greater

semantic acceptability.

All children seemed to move through these phases in the same order.

The better readers progressed through them faster. The least proficient

readers persisted in the first type of error -- substitution on the basis

of meaning and syntax. It was only when they appear 4 to let go of the

"meaning" substitutions And worked instead on what the word looked like,

that they made substantial progress.

The Biemiller findings seem torun counter to the psvcholingeistic

theories of Frank Smith (1971) and Kenneth Goodman (1969). If one applied

their theories to the 3iemiller data, would Phase 2 be rated as being

of lower ability since the children were more "glued" to the print than

to the meaning? Would they consider Biemiller's Phase 1 more advaaceo

since the children made errors that were more semantically oriented?

Indeed, Biemi1ler concluded that Phase 2, the greater concern with the

graphic accuracy, is 4 necessary transition from the seemingly easy, smooth

reading in Phase 3.

21
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From still another view, it vculd seem that the children at Biemiller's

Phase 1 were still engaging is a kind of "pseudoreading'--the "reading"

common among preschoolers who retell a familiar story with the aid of a
a

picture book, recognizing an occasional word, to help them remember the

story. It matters little that the book is upside down or right side up.

The nature of the errors at Phase 1 suggests that the print

at that time has only a minimal effect on reading. Reading for these beginning

first graders was an "inside out" activity, which sounds very much like what

mature readers do. They bring more to t4.e printed page, as Edgar Dale has been

emphasizing for many years, than they take from it (Dale,1967). Thus, in a

sense Phase 1 readers and mature readers seem to behave in a similar manner

toward print. They do not stick closely to it. Yet, the mature reader

can stick to the print if he wants to, needs to, or has to. his going

beyond it is a conscious choice, one based on knowledge. The young child

in Phase 1 reading has no choice. he must supply his own words because

ha does not know enough aboht how to zet the author's off the printed page.

Thus in order to advance, in order to build up the skill for making

choices, the beginner has to let go of his "pseudo-maturity." He has to

engage, at least temporarily, in what appears to be lens mature reading

behaviorbecoming glued to the print--in order to reach the "real maturity"

later. He has to know enough about the print in order to laave the print.*

.
This may be similar to the seeming m-turity of the young child's art walk.
His finger paintings seem to resemble these of Jackson Pollack and las
drawings may smack of Miro. Yet, can the child's works be considered works
of art? Should he be discouraged from him later struggles with seemingly
awkward horses and stereotyped houses? Perhaps reading, too, must go from
ubat seems like a finished, rounded act ac the beginning, to what seeias
sidirt.balting and dull in order to reach 4.14e maturity of choice and the
fiefshed, rounded act.

22
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Ages i -3"

Essentially rea:ing at tcis stage is a consolidation of what was

learned in Stage I tnrough reading ,at is familiar 4rd already known.

And by reading fa7.111ar stories, smootbness an,! fluency Are gained. At

this stage, reading is 'not for learning," wnica coney later, in Stag.: 3.

Stage 2 is not for gaining new information, b for confirming unat is

already known to the reader. Since the content of is read is basically

familiar, the reader's energy can be concentrated on the printed words,

and usually the most common, high freq.;ency words. Also, with the basic

decoding skills and insights anteriorized in Stage I, auvantage could to

taken of what is said in the story and book, and notching it to one's

knowledge and language.

While soma additional, more complex phonic elements and generalizations

are learned during Stage 2, and even later, it appears that what most

children learn in Stage 2 is to use their decoding knowledge, the redundan-

cies of the language, and the r,dundancies of the stories read. They

gain courage and skill in using context and vita it gain fluency and a

faster rats.

Releva-r data regarding the reality of Stage 2 comes from the strong

predictiveness of the reading achievement test scores at the end of 1.;rade 3,

as compared with those at the end of Grades 1 and 2 (Kraus, 1973). Kraus

alto refers to Bloom's (1964) data that by Grade 3, if a pupil scores sig-
,

nificantly below the norms on achievement tests and does not receive special

*It is possible that Stage 2.continues throughout one's lite and is
characterized, among adults, by the reading of popular fiction, magazines,
mysteries, sone parts of the daily newvapec-reading from wnicn one does
not learn too much Mat, is new, and that is not too exacting, but is
confirming and satisfying.
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help, he/she will continue to experience failure throughout the school years.

What kind of environment fosters the development lf 2?

Essentially it would require, I hypothesize, an opportunity for reading

many books that are.familisr--familiar because the stories are familiar,

because the subjects are familiar, or because the structure is familiar

as in fairy tales or folktales. At one time the dible and religious

tracts were familiar. Familiarity with the language patterns of these

books also helps. Generally, the greater the mount of practice, the

greater the imsersion, the greater the chance of developing the fluency

with print necessary for the new difficulty to comethe acquisition of

new Ideas in Stage 3.

The reality of Stage 2 may also be seen in the effects of adult

literacy campaigns. A tenable hypothesis could ba that Stage 2 is the

main failing point of most adult literacy campaigns. The literacy cam-

paigns here and in third world countries seem to find that although most

adults can get through Stage 1, they begin to falter at Stage 2. Thus,

reading of a newspaper and a pamphlet containing new agricultural infor-

mation, which require at least Stage 3 reading, will be difficult or

Impossible for most. It would seem that the following explanation may

prove useful. After the literacy classes complete their Stage 1 programs,

there are not enough readable materials available, material that is

familiar in language and idea for the "new literates" to gain the fluency

of Stage 2. Nor is there usually a compelling need to keep reauing.

For children of low SES* backeround,although a uiscrepancy is re-

ported from prereading on, the gap seems to widen at stage 2. The child

'DSO is,used here and throughout to refer to the usual kinds of experiences
the children are exposed to in homes classified by the different socio-economic
le,m10. Vs de not mean the income of hoe* but the overall experiences and

the es, relating to reeding end literal, provided for.tbe

a =-
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whose parents cannot afford to buy books, or whoso own patter,ls of recrea-

tion and work uo not include borro.ing boo;,s and uagazines from a public

library, loses needed time for 2ractice. If the parents do not read re3u-

larly to the child, development of lanz.,:age nay be slower (C. Cho=sky, 1972).

Even =ore. the child loses out or tne emotionally confirming, responses

that books and reading matter bring.

Stave 3 learnin tle -..ew--fr,:m one vie oint Grades
Ages 9-12 (?)

When the reader enters Stdge 3, ne/sne begins to read for knowledge,

for informationmainly for what is new--but usually fro= one 4iewpoint. In a

sense, it fits the traditional conception of the difference betueeu primary and

i
later schooling. In the primary grades the children "learn to read." In the

higher grades they "read to learn." It fits in the sense that during Stages

1 and 2 what is learned concerns more theiprocess of relating print to speech

than the relating of ideas in the text being read. Very little new is learned

about the world from reading before Stage 3. ',gore is learned from listening

and watching. It is with the beginning of Stage 3 mat reading begins to

compote with these other means of knowing. but at the beginning of Stage 3

what can be learned from print is still less efficient than what can be

learned from listening and from non-print media. Sy the clad of-Stage 3, it is

hypothesized that reading may equal and begin to surpass the other media

in efficiency as a means of gaining new information, particularly listening.

Although Stage 3 is primarily a- ''content'' stage, a process is also

learned--how one finds information in a paragraph, in a coapter, in a book.

Also, how to go about finding what one is looking for., and efficiently.
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It is significant to note that in traditional schools, the fourth

grade, age 9, was the time for starting the study of the so-called sub-

ject areas--history and geography, natural science. the curriculum In

the first three grades included the language arts, and math. The "content"

subjects were not included until the child hid mastered enough of the

literacy skills to deal with the books necessary for learnin_ __)ut times

and places removed from his/her direct experience.

The findings from the readability research of the past fifty years

seem to fit the proposed stage (Chall, 1958; Klare, 1974-1975). Stage 3,

which we propose as beginning at about the fourth grade, fits the data and

experience about the distinctions between primary level reading materials

and materials at fourth-grade readability level and abo,re. The materials

at fcurtlIftrade level and higher assume a change in the person reading, as

compared to thegone reading primary level materials. The text begins to

go beyond the_ elemental, common experiences of the unschooled or barely

schooled. The materials read by those at Stage 3 contain more unfamiliar,
4.

"bookish" words that are usually learned in school or from books. Such

words may be learned from TV, but probably from the public service programs,

Further, to write even the simplest informative materials--materials that

present ideas that the reader does not already have--a readability level of

at least fourth grade is usually required.

Thus, while in the decoding (Stage 1) and confirming stages (Stage 2)

the task is to master the print, with Stage 3 the task becotes the mastering

of ideas. And because this is a task quite different from, and more

difficult than, those_mf Stcges 1 and 2, it can be done only in a limited

1
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wry. Thuc I propose that for most children, Stage 3 reading means learn-

ing how to learn from reading, but essentially only from one point of view.

Stage 3 reading is also 'haracterized by the-growing importance that

prior knowledge plays in reading. Thus, while the-main purpose seems to

shift from confirming the old (Stage 2) to learning the new (Stage 3),

the need to know some of the new, if more is to be learned fl-om the read-

ing, become* greater. The reader needs to bring knowledge and experience

to his ratting if he is to :.earn from it.

With the one-viewpoint aspect of Stage 3, the reading is essentially

for facts, for concepts, for how to do things. Any reading for nuance

and variety of viewpoint probably remains mainly in the reading of fic-

tion. One may hypothesize that the time taken to progress from Stage 3

to Stage 4 relata .o the many areas of knowledge needed is order to

read and understand on the simpler level of Stage 3 and on the more

sophisticated levels of Stage 4.

Sul late h Sc A es 15-18

The essential characteristic of reading in Stage 4 is that it it:,

wolves dealing with more than one point of view. In contrast to an

elemeatary school textbook on American history which presupposes Stage 3

reediug,the one at the high athool level requires dealing with a variety

of viewpclots. It is perhaps reason that nigh achool textbr..%;,.$

-are severally besvlsr sad larger than tho52 at the 1 cw4r grades. Comparea

to'tbe lower school textbooks, tine iacressed weight r- clout": cap be

expleieeS by gree ter depth of treat en,_ and greater variety -u point et

2-
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Stage 4 reading may be essentially an ability to deal with additional

layers of facts and concepts added on to those acquired earlier. The

"other viewpoints" can be acquired, however, because the first ones were

I acquired earlier. Without the single view of Stage 3, the multiple views

...I Stage' 4 would be difficult to come by.

How is Stage 4 acquired? Mostly through formal education--through

the assignments in the various school textbooks, original and other

sources, and reference works in-the physical, biological and social

sciences; through reading of more mature fiction; and through the fret.

reading of books, newspapers, and magazines.

Essentitay, in dealing with more than one set of facts, theories,

and viewpoimcs as in Stage 4, practice is acquired in learning ever mere

difficult concepts and in how one learns thee from books.

Stags 5, the most eature stage, I take from Villima Perry's (1970)

study of intellectual development during the college years. He contrasts

a lover, quantitative approaCh to 9 owledge (our Stage 4) with a more

relhriwietic, qualitative approach.
e

In our reports, the most difficult instructional mount for
the student; mnd perhaps therefore fqr the teachers as well--
seems to occur at the transition from the conception of
knawiedte as a quantitative accretion of Discrete rightnesses
(includin3 the discrete rightnesses of multiplicity in which
everyone has a right to his own apj.nion) to the conception
of knowledru as the qualitative siipssasment of contextual
observations and relatioszttips . . . .

Perry (1970), p. 210
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Essentially, Stage S reading means the ability to use reading as

one of many forms of kuowin; and experiencing, One has, when Stage 5 is

reached, learned to r..ad as ouch or as little of a book as oue needs to

for one's purpose, starting at the end, the middle, or the beginning.

A reader at Stage S knows what not to read as. well as what to read. Thus,

to reach this stage is to be able to use selectively the printed material

in existence in those areas of knowledge central to one's concern.

Whether all students can reach Stage 5 reading, even at the end of

four years of colle;e is ()Pen to study. There is some evidence, however,

that more young people reach this qualitative, relativistic phase earlier

than they di3 in previous generations (Perry, 1970).

Succession of the Reading Stages

Essentially, it is hypothesized that each stage presupposes skills

acquired in the previous stage, generally subsumes these in some form,

and in tura is subsumed by the next stage.

Thus, it is assumed that Stage 1, the decoding stage, is built

on the skills, attitudes and knowledge developed in the Prereading Stage.

This does not mean that a child cannot barn to read without the full

range of prereading skills and abilities. Beginning reading programs.,

have succeeded where children did not have these skills through modifica-

tions in the beginning reading program itself (Gates, 1937). Yet the

existing literature on readiness does indicate that achievement on pre-,

reedlog factors is a good predictor of early reading achievement, at

least ,through the tad of Grade 2 (stip 1) Bond andtDylotra, 1967;

Durkin, 1966 ; de kitsch et al., 1966; Jansky and di Kirsch, 1972).

9-4

# I.
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Stage 1, in turn, appears to oe a necessary condition for Stage 2

in the sense that decoding tests h've a positive and significant correla-

tion with oral and silent reading rasts (Chall, 1967'; Ualmsley, 1975;

Chall, 1976).

Since these standaOlzed reading tests cannot use only words and

phonic elements that are ttught specifically in each child's reading

program, it is a tenable hypothesis that mastery of Stage I, and partic-

ularly the ability to identify words not directly)paught, are necessary

for proficiency with Stage 2.

Although Siege 1 becomes subsumed by Stage 2, decoding does not

stop altogether. The learning and use of correspondences,between spoken

and written words continues in Stage 2 and other stages. It is used for

new proper names and for sew words not immediately recognized. This, in

fact, continUes also during Stages 3, 4 and 5. In Stage 5, particularly,

deioding is used for reading foreign names, for new technical words, and

for the reading of a new alphabetic foreign IengUage. Indeed, it would

seem that a Stage 1 tape of reading was needed to break the Rosetta Stone- -

although probably all mho tried did most.of their reading on Stage 5. Thus,

although the general character of reading changes with each succeeding

stage, the characteristics of previous stages remain for use in situations
4

that ray:tire them.

It is, also a tenable hypothesis thy:- typical literacy behavior does

30
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sot stay oa one stage only. Those who use Stage 5 for study and work

may relax with a my..-tzry at Stage 2.

Stage 3, reading for information, the first stage of-reading

'o learn, presupposes use-of context, fluency and natural reading that

is acquired in Stage 2. If these cu.7racteristics are not subsumed by

Stage 3, the energy required to concentrate on the new concepts, the

Vali names, the new facts would not be available. It would seem that

only when the fundamental decoding skills are achieved (Stage' 1) and

fluency has become habitual (Stage 2) can one use reading as a tool for

learning, even wher the new learning is relatively straightforward and

unencuapeced by a variety of viewpoints and subtleties. Since Stage 3

reading requires accurate attention to facts and details, the decoding

skills of Stage 1 art still used. And since it requires a congidence to

mieve ahead even if a word or idea isn't gotten immediately, it makes use

o' Stage 2 fluency; Also from Stage 2 comes the important insight that

the reeding-can make sense if the-readvjills in wordi not gotten by

dtodinis.

In a similar manner, Stage 4 subsumes Stage 3 and the others. It

mold seen that knowing oue view of a subject or topic would make it

more likely that a multiple view can be developed; and from a multiple,

to a world view:

Values of a readinil stage theory

1. "ot research,

I think stage theory might help prevent some of the persistent 41Intro--

31
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versies that seem to occur in the field of reading research and practice. .

The research in reading seems particularly subject to misunderstandings.

It is not uncommon for investigators to disagree over the meaning of reading,

vheneach seems to be concerned with a different stage of its development.

The proposed stages might help clarify what is or is, not 6:Ana studied.

The reading stages may also help provide a framework for analy:ting

and synthesizing various models of reading. Thus, it would appear that

the peycholinguistic theories of reading '3y Smith (1971) and Goodman (1976)

would start with Stage 2. There appears to be no provision for a

decoding stage and little concern for the kind of accuracy required in

technical and scientific reading. Indeed, it is often suggested in their

theories that decoding "holds back' reading for meaning and that reliance

on context for recognition of words and meanings is the "ideal" reading

Strategy at all points of development.

To a great, extent, their theories, when applied to beginning reading,

resemble the sight and sentence methods of the past, and the language

experience method of the presdnt. According to these models, there is

only one readingreading for meaning -- essentially the same at the

beginning as at the t.ighly skilled level.

Stage theory may add to our knowledge of what it is that happens as

the individual learns to read at an ever-increasing level of maturity.

Although we use only one word -- reading - -for what happens at the various

stagea; important quantitative and qualitative changes take place.
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Measures to show quantitative changes already exist-7the standardized

reading tests for measuring the abilities of readers and the readability
41

formulas for measuring the difficulty of the reading materials. In a

real sense, these measures are similar to existing measures of mental

ability. They too measure growth in - "turity in terms of ages or

grades.

Such quantitative estimates have their value in that they can help

effect a match between reading materials and readers. They also help

determine whether progress has been made from year to year.

What such tests lack, however, is the ability to inform the re-

searcher or teacher, or clinician about the specific aspects and components

of reading that have been mastered, and those yet to be acquired. Thus,

similar to most intelligance tests, no provision is made for translating

the scores back into broader, qualitative, descriptive terms of the read-
.

Ine process that suggest the necessary next steps for instruction and

practice. This is particularly important in providing for the millions

who are seriously retarded in reading. It would help to know, for example,

what an eighth grads reading level on a standardizId reading test means

when an eight grader, a tenth grader, a twelfth grader, s college fresh-

man, or an adult seeking a high school equivalency certificate achieves

it. Can such a score assume e mastery of decoding, of fluency, of reading

or facts mad concepts? It would seem that tests of these different

'qualities would $lp us in research and in practice.
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2. For instruction

Reading stages can contribute, I believe, to a better understanding

of how reading is acquired and how the total environment as well as the

school environment and instruction may be optimized for pupils at the

different stages. Thus it would appear that children who eater first

grade at the beginning of Stage 1* should have more specific and system-

atic instruction than those who have made some inroads into decoding. -

This is because decoding at the beginning is usually not self-generating,

especially when the child has not yet been able to generate letter/sound

rules on his/her ewe.**

The degree of direct teachingtat Stage 2 would be relatively less
, I

than at Stage 1. But there would be a need to encourage wide reading,

and the classroom would need to contain lots of interesting books easy

and familiar enough to invite reading, end to provide the time and the

atmosphare-te-read then.

If Stage 3 has been characterized properly, then it would seem

that the fOcus of readigg instruction in the riddle grades should be

on, the textbooks, reference works and other sources ija the subject area

fields. Thus, one may, in a nigfitmarish mood ask whether the recent

professional success of the reading field that has contributed to extending

*Many children entering Grade 1 are past Stage 1 and well into Stage 2
since Sesame Street and The Electric Company, and the general acceptance
by parents:of the efficacy of early reading.

**There ate, of course, children who invent their own spelling systems and
who sees to teach themselves to read (Chomsky, in press; Read, 1971; Durkiu,
nut). These children, I believe, are exposed to such "literate" stimu-
latfts, and receive a great deal of reinforcement for these activities.
These conditions are twer met in most hoses in the United States.

34
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reading instruction to the later elementary grades and even to the high

school, has brought with it the gains expected? Could some of the recently

reported declines in reading standards at the higher grades possibly be

attributed to the fact that during the reading instruction periods, the

"reading reading" period, mostly fiction is read, while Stage 3 requires

the reading of factual materials, which require exactness in reading and

in recall of names, places, and ideas. Such exactness is not needed for

most fiction. Thus, while in Stage 2 reading it matters little whether

:one kadws that John Doe or John Poe is the hero, it does matter that the

third President of the United States was Thomas Jefferson and not Samuel

Jefferson.

Essentially, then, a qualitative, developmental way of looking at read-

ing may give us a useful set of questions to ask, particularly about the

failure points. Indeed, we may ask, why has there been consistent "failure

point" reported for Grade 4, the point of transition between Stages 2 and

3? The questions could be directed specifically to the appropriate cnjl

lisp* and instructional strategies fcr effecting a transition to the

sow. Thus, the concept of proper match or challenge, a concept used in

reading instruction since the early 1930's, might gtin afresh look.

The importance of as appropriate match for reading instruction has

been accepted for years. Host methods textbooks propose three levels

for each pupil--an independent level for easy reading; an instructional

level for sufficient challenge; and a frustration level taut is toe dif-

ficult. While specifications are given for determining lenethei given

material is appropriate for instruction or for independent readia,s, there

is little hard dati 114 to whether the-independent level does is fact lead

tf
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to more comfortable independent reading, and whether tne instructional

level does in fact lead to more learning. There is some work by 3ormuth

that attempts to determine at what readability levels different amounts

of information are acquired (bormilth, 1975). There is also an early

study by Gates (1930) on the ratio of "new" to "running words" in first

grade reading materials that leads to tae best learning for children of

4
different levels of intelligence. It is significant that few,. if any,

such studies have been done since that of Cates.

Ike records on the production of readi4 programs by R b D Centers

should provide some of the necessary data -- especially for Stage 1. See

Popp (1972) for such information on ore of the Pittsburgh reading program,

Atkinson (1970).for the computer-aided begiming reading program at

Stanford; the SURL reports on the COmmunicazion Skills Program; the

Wisconsin R 6 D Center Reports for the Wisconsin Design program and the

?sneaky ?rereading Skills.

Most of the current empirical data are relevant mainly to Stage 1,

decoding, and perhaps the stage immediately preceding it--the prereading

stage, -Relatively little empirical data are available for Stages 2 aril

beyond, with the exceptioafof the miscue analysis data collected by

Renneth Goodman mad his associates.

3. POT test results,

Reading stages cal help provide the broad general principles of

the development of reading needed in order to construct meaningful

criterion Teferenced tests, diagnostic tests, an* prescriptive programs.
.

When some test publishers claim to measure the "379" reading compre-
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hension skills needed by fourth graders, one wonders whether some of

the current technology designed to help teachers isn't going to lead

to a general state of paralysis. let tests are needed and schools, at

least, if not teachers, seem to be ready for criterion tel tests

and other tests of mastery.

It would seem that an understanding of what distinguishes reading
v

at the various stages of development would be one of the essentials for

selecting the crucial subteits and items. or referenced tests could

also benefit from a better knowledge of the qualitative changes in

reading (Auerbach, 1970).

4.' For studvint *literate" environments

Stages can lead to systematic study of the "literate" envir-

oneents in school and at home that foster stage development.

Availability of books is recognized as essential for growth in

reading. Are books more essential for some stages than for others? A

tenable hypothesis is that availability of books is particularly essential

for growth at Stage 2 and beyond, but not as much for Stage 1.

ILEmsalpag the effects of classroom environments

Stages may also prove useful in studying the effects of dif-

ferent kinds of classroom structure and organisation.

One might hypothesise that for Stage 1, where the children have

not already learned lettArs and sounds and do not have insight into'

the iatt.tbat.the two are related, Much has to be taut directly and

practised' emetically. For children who are learning such things,

ew eau hypos

44'S

that a more structured learning environment might
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lead to more definite gains than one where the child.'en work on their

own more and are expected to discover their own generalizations (White,

1973; Stallings, 1975).

However, where first graders already come with considerable know-

ledge and insight about decoding, they may well make better progress in

an open, unstructured learning environment. Generally, however, for

children, and for adults in liteBacy classes who are at the beginnings

of Stage 1, more structure and direction than during Stage 2 is probably

Deeded.

Stags 2'ers may thrive more under an open and self-regulated envir-

onment since enough of the decoding elements and insights have been

learned to engage in what appears to approximate "real reading." It can

also he hypothesized that Stage 2 strategies, introduced lightly And

playfully while the reader is still' concentrating on Stagd 1, would be a

usefel way to encourage the transition between the stages. Indeed, a

"This is ahead of you--ig is to come laterbut let's try it now with no

prejudice" approach may be one :ff.-the ways tc help studibts make oche;

transition* as well.

This may, in fact, be one of the least painful ways to effeC*,a

transition from one stage to the next. A playful tryout of the next

stage may encourage that familiarity that contributes to the pupil's

confidence and courage. Indeed, particularly during the transition frci

Stage 1 to 2, much courage and dariSg are needed. Stage 1 success is

assured if the elements and generalizations are learned and applied, in

a coctrolled envIronment, on worksheets, workbooks, and very simple stories.



But Stage 2 means selecting books, being unsure of some of the words,

getting confused, being uncertain. The books may/be simple, but when all

the words in these simple books are addea up, they fora-quite a load of

words--in the thoJsaads. Thus, if the reader during Stage 2 goes outside

the required text materials, something unexpected will be found that

requires confidence, courage, and persistence.

Despite the success with books during Stage 2, it would seem that

some direct instruction may again be needed for Stage 3 where the empha-

sis is on acquiring new knowledge--exact knowledge. And with the acquisi-

tion of exact knowledge comes a need for a more extensive vocabulary and

ways of learning Lhese from dictionaries, encyclopedias and other refer-

ences. It is at this Stage that the old-yet new question arises: Who

should do the teaching of reading--the reading teacher or the subject

matter teachers? .

6. For those Oho have difficulty with reading

The stages may help us gain a better understanding of the read-
.

ins and other educational problems of those' who experience persistent

difficulties -- -those 'who have reading or learning disabilities; and those

whose retarded reading is attributed to their lower educational, social,

economic and /or, their minority status,_and/or their being bilingual.

With regard to hypotheses within stage theory regarding the poor

reading performance of children with reading and learning disabilities,

it is well to note that the basic characteristic a the reading/learning

disability children is the significant discrepancy between their reading

achievement and their mental ability. They do not generally have problems
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in understanding or producing language. At the risk of oversimplifying

the complexity of their problems, one may say that generally their ability

to derive meaning from print lags significantly behind their ability to

get it by other means. Their difficulty is usually not with the under-

standing of ideas and language. If they have difficulty with language,

it is with its metalinguistic aspects--sound discrimination, segmentation,

blending, sequencing.

Experience from clinics and classrooms indicates that reading and

learning disability children have great difficulty with Stage 1, with

decoding and also with Stage 2, fluency. Indeed, tLe more severe the

reading and learning disability, the more there teems to be a problem

with decoding and fluency (Chall, 1967; Chall, 1916).

Compared to children of their chronological and mental age, their

transition from Stage 1 to Stage 2 is more difficult and takes longer.

It takes a long time before they are comfortable with even the simplest

'iionk. They seem almost glued to the print, or still guess wildly.

The difficult transition from the decoding to the confirmation

stage was noted by many of the early investigators of reading disability--

Ow,. Gates, Orton, and Fernald (Chall, 1967). This problem continues to

be of concern. Samuels and his associates have Seen developing techniques

for effecting this transition, and toward "automaticity" (1975-76).

As overlong stay in Stage 1 is also serious for a child when the

rest of his class moves into Stage 3, and he cannot cope with it. Thus,

sole provision needs to be made for the pupil's continued conceptual

emd imformitional development which, in most schools, comes primarily
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through and beyoad Stage 2. But with the advent of television, perhaps

even the curious and the lonely nay aot discover books at this early age,

since their needs for entertainment and curiosity z,et by TV.

Stage 2 cannot be achieved from school readev.1 and workbooks elope.

To the extent that the school has great quantitles of children's books

and makes them *imitable in school and out,tte that extent will low

SES children achieve as well as middle class children (iieher, 1971).
+-

Stage 3 will also need greet care. The language of the textbOoks,

encytlopadias aud other informational books, be literary and "bookish,"

lo more removed from the language of the homes of Iov SES children, and

of loiter riddle class children. It would seem, therefore, that the

necessary concepts and vocabulary, and the strategies for reading such

books, will teed to be taught. While it may be possible for most middle

sad upper class children to move smoothly from Stage 2 to 3--from the

f4sent reading, of sample children's books to the reading of textbooks

for the acquisition of new informatiOn--it is less likely for low SES,

and even lower middle class children, since not only is that language mo

removed from their realities, but the content is as well. Saginains wi

Stage 3, knowledge of the world *Gees a major factor in readies. It

would appear that the children whose parents ars closer to the world of

poser, knowledge, and science would have an easier time of it then.

Thus, In order for the bus advantaged children to compete favorably

with their mese privileged peers. they must be odped to pro_4ed through

the stases. For success with Stapes 3, 4 and 5, they must be helped to

eystimaticall7 improve their knowledge of words, facts, taeag learning!'
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that their middle and upper class friends acquire around the dinner table,

from the books figlling from the family shelves, and from the magazines

cluttering up the coffLe ..ables. Since th'e opportunities for such learning

cannot be provided by most homes of loner social status, it seems essential

that the school provides tnenAnd during the reading stages when they

are mc.st needed.

a
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61:4'

OPEN DISCUSSION OF CHALL PRESENTATION

POSNER: I wonder how seriously we should take this idea of the necessity of the

bumbling stage. That is, if we were capable of designing a curriculum in such a

way that the child made no errors at all, would that oe mistake?

CHAU: What I mean by the bumbling stage is that the child "bumbles," even

without making mistakes in word recognition, although rate will be slow, on oral

reading tests there may be no mistakes, but there are a lot of articulatory and

other supports. For example, they point if you let them, and they mouth the

words before they Say them. I think, in fact, that this bumbling helps children..

I see that our job is not to teach that first grader how to read smoothly at

the very beginning, but to make it possible for him to progress to even more

advanced levels. That is what we have to work on because I think the world is

not going to sit back anymore. All parents want a good education far their

children.

38U1: I would like to pursue that ,just a little bit. It the bumbling is an

appropriate acquisitional stage in reading, would you encourage the development

of materials which would incorporate the -bumbling as part of the acceptable

pattern?

CRALL: It is not necessary. It's there. Just let the child read. There are

now many diary s ies on prefeaders and on beginning readers that can help

ZiAllatemmine whether t mumbling and bumbling is natural.

MAY: You don't Teel that there is a need to develop materiels that vill

amenrisosate this?

53
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OKI: No, it is already there.

62

SHIM Right. So what you would need, then, would be tj develop awarenets in

teachers, to know what that is. Is that what you are saying, a

teacher-edvcational project?

CHAU: .Yes. And also for ourselves, for linguists and psychologists who are

working in reading. We also need to be aware of this. Many are not because

their brilliant children may go through the bumbling and mumbling at 3 or 4, when

the child is not thought of as really reading. by the time the child is in first

grade, he is already at stage-two.

SAILS: Jeanie, I was wondering if, in terms of your stage theory of reading,

you might not agree that you might have three stages: a nonsocurate stage,

followed by.accuraoyin recognition, which still isn't the stage that you are

miming for, followed by *beyond ace:limey,' or automaticity. Automaticity, when

III

reading meaningful material, begins to take you into t stages of fluent

reading. Perhaps we just have to realize that the student l go through those

stages and can't magically, be brought to .ii *meaning stage' before he goes

through some of the others.

Would you agree with that?

MALL: Yu, I think so. You serer to he Wining certain parts and giving them

differemt labels. Yes, I could agree with that. The way I se. it is that we

'eat. a obild at 0 certain point. We will have to devise tests to tell us toilet

, the petit is. Ilea existing standardised tests for reeding do not get at some of

them pelatelAihilt i think tanagers and others seed.
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GOODNAE' I just W83 sortl,f floored Cy Dr. Pcsner's questiun about whether you

oou d construct an initial stage in which there were no errors.

I don't know who said it, but somebody said, "anything worth doing is worth

doing badly," and I can't conceive of any kind of human learning, particularly

language learning, that could vssibly not produce error.

One thing that occurs to linguists and psycholinguists who are talking about it

is the effect of risk taking on the learning process. That cr .cerns me in terms

of any initial concern for accuracy as a value for its on sake,

Tnat's great. l really got started after reading Peter Wolf, the

psychiatrist, because I felt that with a purely coguitive view, you cannot

explain reader;;. You cannot explain why some children make it, ano others do

not. It seems to me that iS just what you said. To learn to read is to risk, to

dare, to have courage, at all the stage,. not only at Stage 1. In fact, for

children\ who are initiated into reading by a highly structured cooe-smohasia

program, where they learn specific elements on skills and are reinforced for

accurate reading, less risk may be involved than in reading their first bOoks.

Mow they have to not gets every word and still understand what they read.

MONT: I have three things, Jeanne. The first one is the question about your

stages and sole of the other questions here involved is that.

I
Do you conaider these stages to be descriptive of performance, for which we

need to look for underlying causes. That is,enould you say the bumbling stage is

an expression of the moholinguiatic guessing game, maybe, rather than something

you want to teach for? How do you feel about these as being descriptions of

performance, idnicn we ShOuId then try to understand?
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Second, do yau really think that these stages are. independent of method?

And then third, why isn't this a theory or model?

66

CULL: Regarding your third question, I use scheme rather than theory or model

in recognition of the work that remains to be done on it.

ding our first question, I really dcn't know if I can answer it

speciacally now:\

With regard to your second question, I think to a certain extent method is

always a part of reading development. But method is only one aspect of classroom

and general school influences. And there are even broader influences on the

environment such as the home, the mass media, the literate and general culture.

For example, Robert Thorndike reporteo from th'b IRA studies of 15 countries

that in developing countries, if you go to school eight years, you only read on

the average on about a fourthz,or sixth-grade level, by the standards of 'the

developed countries. If you go through the 12th grade, you achieve on a sixth-
;

cr eighth-grade'level. And in our own population, why are some children in

school for 12 years and end up reading only like 8th graders? I am making the

assumption that the people in developing countries and the minority groups in the

U.S. who lag behind in reading are not significantly less bright than those who

achieve.

ti

STICK: The point I am trying to get to here, then, is do you onstrue your

stages as milestones Against which one would look at these other variables and

to see bow tt'y relate to theige various'levels of performance?

lf
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CHALL: Na.

STICET: But underneath these, there are'some cognitive things going on.

67

CHALL: These are cognitive. You cannot do stage fUe unless you are able to do

high level college work.

The point is: How do 'you start with children? I am starting on the

assumption that what this country is looks ng for are ways to equalize

opportunities in education. One of the main ways to make it possible is through

literacy. And I don't mean just reading; I didn't go into writing, but it's

definitely a mrt of the development.

FREDERIKSEt: When you use the word "stage," I assume you mean stage in the sense
41

of a developmental sequence of some sort. You describe stage two as a stage in

which you read not to learn but to confirm what you already know. Does this mean

that you believe that if a child reads a Dr. Seuss story, the cnild already knows

the content of that story?

PULL: That's right. He knows it in the broadest sense. He may not know that

particular st -y, but he knows others like it and is familiar with the language

as well.

FlEDERIKSEN: Surely, a child can't write down describe the content of a story

before he reads it?.

CULL: You are right. Specifically, you can't. But is a general sense, you

can. Children know nursery rhymes and fairy tales and other chlicren'a stories
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th t have been read to them from the preschool years on. The Dr. Seuss books

w d fall into that category. When the child reads them himself, they are quite

ar to him. Perties net tne specific, new story, but the general form.

FREDERIKSEN: The reason I ask thac 13 that I would regard the stages you

described more as a reflection of the way in which reading is taught, than as_a

representation of any kind of invariant stages of development.

CHALL: No, I didn't say "invariant."

FREDERIKSEN: We1"1, I used the term "stage" as referring to the same breadth as

Sticht.

CHALL: It may be, but I think it is probably broader than that. If you include

in the way reading is taught the general literary Ivironment--the availability

of books, the empha .3 on reading in the home, the f:=o1, and in the general

culture--then I think we would be closer to explaining the environmental

influences of the stages. Whether the stages are jpvariant and whether they

devel-p in the order I proposed is to be determined.

FISHER: Recently I was speaking to some reading tea::hers acout

noticed when ycu went through your stages, you '..11dn't tie in any age franc

time Frame

CHALL: Oh, I have them, t.'.ut r.:3t refer t them in reanIng

FISHER: Okay. There is an impertast f4t;eltiah that coe-.3 u, ttat
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Bice to point out, and that is that when they experience kids who have difficulty

for long periods of time, for example, on the initial decoding stage, wien is it

appropriate for teachers to take the kids out of their ,:lassroom group and send

they individually to remedial training?

CHAU: The answer to that comes from knowies;ge we have already. There is

considerable knowledge on reading disability and treatmeht and on when to refer.

The sooner the better. Uhere there is money, you begin to make the referral by

the middle or end of first grace, when you see the child is having diffioulty.

He or she usually ends up less trouble in the long run, and it is cheaper also

in terms of t r amount of treatmen, that has to be given. Many schools have bean

doing early testing of kirdrrgir'er childrIr c' irebor olers ilent,fy ti4se

predicted to have early failure.

FISHER: There seems to be some social feedback. You take the kid cut of his

Special group; he no lw,ger gets peer approval; he's not part of the peer group

any more; he becomes a separate entity, anG he is reluctant to participate.

They would rat:-. r stay in the class and do the kind of things the other kids are

doing, even if it means bumoling along. Is there a way in which to change his

attitude?

MALL: It a difficult dec.sion to makel-whether to take a child out of his

classroom for extra hel2 from a tutor or remedial specialist, whether to send htt

to a resource room for some of his instructior, or whether to put him into

Special cisasroom.
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Many states are in fact reviewing their procedures for making such decisions

and in Massachusetts, for example, a decision of this kind can be made only after

an evaluation by a multiisciplinary team.

But with problems not severe enough to require a multidisciplinary team, it

would seem that teachers need to have the authority to make the decision. Too

often, unfortunately, they do not work on their own authority.

FISHER: I think they are a little reluctant to make that commitment.

CHALL: it is part of their professional training; they tr.ould make it. Who

else should make such a commitment?

FISHER: I don't know. That was the reason for the question.

CHAU: The child may be asked for his views on the matter and they should oe

taken into account, but the teacher, parent, and various specialist- should make

the decisions, I think.

SINGER: I was very much impressed when I read Philip Gough's analysis of input

stimuli and responses to them in beginWag readers. It was in the article titled

One Second of Reading, which appeared in the second edition of Theoretical Models

1 frocepses sa Reading edited by myself and Robert Ruddell (Newark, Delaware:

International Reading Association, 1976). He pointed out that youngsters

learning to read are like cryptographer!. They formulate hypotheses and then

perform tests on the printed message to determine whether their hypotheses can be

confirmed. To do so, they have to have adequate input of coded material.

However, beginning readers have not had nor could they ha:e had adequate
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instructional input for forming correct hypotheses. Yet they still have to

respond to printed stimuli in learning to read. Those children who do so have to

be willing to take risks in bridging and filling in the necessary information for

forming appropriate hypotheses. Perhaps they fill in by drawing upon the

syntactics, semantics, and pnonology of their relatively sophisticated oral

language background. The risks that they take in doing so are the kind of

gambling strategies in concept attainment that Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin

discussed in their book on The. Stud,/ 21 Thinking (New York: Wiley, 1956).

I would like you to comment on ar implication of this risk-taking, gambling,

and hypothesis-testing process. Perhaps what we oi.ght to do to improve reading

acquisition benav,r, given the necessity of risk-taking for beginning readers,

is discuss how we can set up conditions in schools to encourage youngsters to

take risks, to acquire gambling strategies, and to form and test hypotheses in

their initial responses to printed stimuli. What kinds of instructional

conditions can we set up that would allow and encourage kids to take risks? How

can we prepare teachers for this kind of

)1*

nstruction?

CHALL: That's a good point. The good teacher, I think, has an intellectual

excitement about the whole task of reading. You can have excitement at the

beginning stage. When a child misreads or reads a word correctly, the teachersa

say, *How do you know? Prove it to me. Be a scientist, prove it.*

In the 27 cooperative USOE
studies Shirley Feldmann and I studied the effect

of the teacher on first-grade reading achievement. We found that teachers did

make a difference. One of these factors that made a difference was a thinking

approach to learning.

9 63
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I should like t say here that if 1 have ov-,rstated my -.:31tion, it is

because obula presrrt :e.ts than, half of my paper !n tne f--mal presentation

because of title lim4tcro. of tne commentl were ab,:t toe tart I did not

present. With regard to reading stages at toe beginning, tr.e excitement for tne

cnild is with toe letters: "How to you spell dog?" "irhy did you spell it that

way?* And then tne excitecent moves toe story and pernav wry toe author made

it end that way. And then toe `,;cus and oonc4po cove to George itashiogton and

why he became the first ;resident.

I think that ue may nove in too fait to the meaning, and to critical

reading. 1 tnink that is protaoly dune better if appr :acoed gradually.


